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Setting up
favourites to
breakthrough
silent mode

Iphone 14 can now ping
satellites for emergency SOS

Going to the
movies in
Perth

EasyPark,
Transperth

Previous Show In Your Neighbourhood - James Wray

Prompts ● Call 9398 3100
● Text
● Facebook Magooit
● Website Magooit
● Show notes - magooit.com.au

Next Shows ● Rockaria with The Frankinator and Friends from 3-6pm
● 4th Dimension until 9pm

Recap Next Saturday  - Music Theme (Songs from a well known TV
show)

Ep 25
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Moving apps to
different screens
/ folders

Swap virtual sneakers with
Nike’s NFT .Swoosh
platform

Advertising your
part time
business online

AirTasker

Music Theme Money

Money Honey - Elvis 1956

"Money Honey" is a song written by Jesse Stone, which was released in September 1953 as the first single
by Clyde McPhatter backed for the first time by the newly formed Drifters.

Pennies From Heaven - Frank Sinatra, Count Basie 1962

"Pennies from Heaven" is a 1936 American popular song with music by Arthur Johnston and lyrics by
Johnny Burke. It was introduced by Bing Crosby with Georgie Stoll and his Orchestra.

First I Look At The Purse - The Contours 1965

Can’t Buy Me Love - The Beatles 1964

It was written by Paul McCartney[4] and credited to the Lennon–McCartney partnership.

When "Can't Buy Me Love" reached number 1, on 4 April 1964, the Beatles held the entire top five on
the Hot 100, the next positions being filled by "Twist and Shout", "She Loves You", "I Want to Hold
Your Hand" and "Please Please Me", respectively. No other act has held the top five spots
simultaneously.

During its second week at number 1, the Beatles had fourteen songs on the Hot 100 at the same time.

Money (That’s What I Want) - Barrett Strong

The song developed out of a spontaneous recording session at the Hitsville studio A in Detroit. [1] Gordy and
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Strong began by improvising on piano and vocals and were joined by Benny Benjamin on drums and Brian
Holland on tambourine. The guitarist and bass guitarist were only identified as "two white kids walking home
from high school [who] heard the music out on the street and wandered in [and] asked if they could play
along." They add "Strong claimed he never saw the two boys who played bass and guitar again."[1]
However, the guitarist has also been identified as Eugene Grew, who claimed that Barrett showed him what
to play.

9-5 - Dolly Parton 1980

Busted - Ray Charles 1963

Money, Money, Money (Originally titled Gypsy Girl) - ABBA 1976

Money Won’t Change You - Aretha Franklin 1968

Money Is (feat. Little Richard) - Quincey Jones 1971

Written and recorded by James Brown in 1966

Take The Money And Run - Steve Miller Band 1976

Money Money - Joel Grey, Liza Minnelli

From the musical Cabaret

Rich Girl - Daryl Hall & John Oates 1977
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12:00 Disclaimer and studio cutover (if required)

BUMPER Intro and voiceover

Welcome, intro and any special chit chat

SONG Elvis

1 TIPS & TRICKS - RECAP

Last Time Do Not Disturb (and Silence mode)

Your phone and devices are for your convenience and use so if you don’t want to be disturbed at particular
times or create a disturbance for others consider DND and silent modes.

Android
● Swipe down and look for DND (for quick on/off) or long press for additional settings
● Explore exclusions for people, apps and alarms as well as automated schedules.

Apple
● Settings - Focus -> DND on/off and … for 1hr, period, also Settings for full options.
● Personal Focus, Work Focus with exclusions
● You can configure notifications on Lock and Home screens as well as alarms and create schedules

Windows
● Search for: Do Not Disturb or Notifications
● Configure schedules, where notifications go, priorities for people and apps.
● There is also a Focus session, in which you can disable interruptions for a predetermined period.
● You can use the Clock app with To-Do List and Focus sessions altogether.

SONG

ADS

2 TIPS & TRICKS - SOMETHING NEW

This Time Do Not Disturb (breakthrough notifications)
Although DND is great to help you focus or maybe just to give you a breather, it’s important to allow urgent
communications to still get through.

Apple
iPhone/iPad -> Settings -> DND/Focus -> Allowed Notifications (choose from people and apps)

● People -> You can cherry pick people or allow contact groups e.g. Favourites or custom groups
● Apps -> Again choose the specific apps and include time-sensitive apps like calendar, alarms, etc…
● You can create smart activations based on triggers/tasks including Time, Location, Apps (e.g. open

a book).



Android
● Android -> Settings -> DND -> People -> Messages/Calls -> Starred contacts, groups etc…
● Android -> Settings -> DND -> People -> Apps
● Android -> Settings -> DND ->Alarms, Sounds, Reminders, Calendar Events

You can create schedules with differing settings if you wish.

Windows
Windows has a similar feature called Priority Notifications for calls, reminders and apps

SONG

STINGER NEWS

3 NEWS 1 - iPhone 14 satellite connection
With iPhone 14 and iPhone 14 Pro models, you can use Emergency SOS via satellite to text emergency
services when you're out of cellular and Wi-Fi coverage as well as being able to use the Find My app to
share your location with people via satellite.

When you are out of range of your telco, the iPhone automatically switches to satellite mode and will guide
you to face in a specific direction for optimum signal strength. Once connected you may be, at best, able to
use your phone normally to voice-call for help, or at worst send a text message to emergency services. The
phone will guide you through the process. The emergency service automatically links to your Medical ID
information and your Find My location data to provide as much information to the support personnel and
your emergency contacts. The service is free for the first 2 years with the purchase of an iPhone 14.

STINGER NEWS 2 - New emojis for Apple

New Emojis released for Apple devices iOS 16.4

There are also new hand emojis in various skin tones,
including the “pushing hand” emoji on both left and right
hands.

New symbols will also be available such as a Wi-Fi emoji,
and more cultural emojis such as a Khanda emoji for
Sikhism. New animal, food and flower emojis will also be
released such as a donkey, moose, goose, black bird,
wing, jellyfish, ginger, peas, and a hyacinth.

Check out https://emojipedia.org/new/



STINGER NEWS 3 - Scan your clothes
Do you have so many clothes that you don’t even remember what you have?
Save Your Wardrobe is an app that allows users to manage their clothes by creating a digital version of
every item in their wardrobe.

The Save Your Wardrobe app allows users to create a digital version of their clothing collection
Via the app, garments are scanned, identified and stored virtually… Then the app can remind you of
everything you own, with the hope of getting unworn clothes back into use.
It also connects people to local services such as a dry cleaners, places where they can donate no longer
wanted items, and repair and alteration shops to extend the life of their garments.

STINGER NEWS 4 - Could AI be your next drinking buddy?
These days, the range of beer available to drinkers continues to grow exponentially, but with so many
options out there, it can be hard to know which one to pick. Thankfully, a new system has been developed
that uses artificial intelligence (AI) to help make the decision easier.

Using AI, the system can read people’s facial expressions as they taste three different beers. It then creates
personalised recommendations for a beer that best suits the person’s taste. This is achieved by tracking a
person's facial expressions as they drink three very different sample beers.

The system uses AI to detect subtle changes in the face that indicate whether the person likes or dislikes
certain beers. For example, if the person raises their eyebrows or turns up their nose, it can be an
indication that they don’t like the beer. Conversely, if the person smiles or nods their head in approval, it can
be seen as a sign that they like the beer.

The system then uses this data to recommend a beer that best suits the person’s taste. It may even
recommend beers that they have never tried before, as it has a much wider selection to choose from.



This system is still in the early stages of development, but it shows promise as a way to help people find the
perfect beer for them. It could also be used to help brewers create new beers that are tailored to the tastes
of their customers.

Overall, this system is a great way for people to find new beers that best suit their taste. It takes the
guesswork out of finding the perfect beer, and it could even lead to new and exciting beers that people
wouldn’t have tried otherwise.
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4a DEEP DIVE A - Going to the Movies

Quick method
● Google movies/films for a quick list of popular movies on streaming services
● Google cinemas/movies showing for  a nearby cinema offering (based on location services)
● Top right gives you a Genre filter
● If you select a movie, you can read a write-up and see where and when it’s showing
● Often there are links to trailers on Youtube, review scores from IMDB, Fandango, Rotten Tomatoes
● You can add your own review if you like.
● Selecting a day/time/cinema will take you to the specific website to formalise your booking.

Longer Method
Go to the cinema website directly and explore the offerings
Visit the review sites for further information

SONG

5a TECH HISTORY - WHAT HAPPENED THIS WEEK

3 Mar 1847 Alexander Graham Bell was born. He invented the telephone in 1876

In 1959, an experimental push-button phone was tested by the Southern New England Telephone Company
(New Haven, Conn.), to see if customers dial fewer wrong numbers using the new design.

March 1, 1973 (50 years ago) The first computer monitor was released as part of the Xerox Alto computer
system. The monitor used CRT technology and had a monochrome display.

5b MUSIC HISTORY - WHAT HAPPENED THIS WEEK

29 Feb 1792 Rossini was born

1 Mar 1810 Frédéric Chopin was born

26 Feb 1932 Johnny Cash was born

https://www.britannica.com/biography/Frederic-Chopin


26 Feb 1928 Fats Domino was born

1969 After 88 weeks, the Beatles’ album "Sgt Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band" drops off the charts

1973 Pink Floyd released their album Dark Side of the Moon, which has sold over 45 million copies.

SONG

4b DEEP DIVE B
Cinemas and Seating options
Gold Class
Premium
Standard
3D, VMax
Special deals and Cinema Cards
Cheap days
Google and Apple Wallets

Cinema Apps
Event, Hoyts, Reading, Grand

SONG

6 IN OUR SOCIALS

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/city-of-armadale_recently-the-state-government-announced-activity-703622
8757413642240-iVAY?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_android

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/city-of-gosnells_harmony-week-colour-run-and-cultural-markets-activity-703
6600164979023872-Oe9Y?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_android

https://medika.life/physicians-arent-becoming-obsolete-the-standards-of-care-are/

Medical artificial intelligence (AI) can perform with expert-level accuracy and deliver cost-effective care at
scale. IBM’s Watson diagnoses heart disease better than cardiologists do. Chatbots dispense medical
advice for the United Kingdom’s National Health Service in lieu of nurses. Smartphone apps now detect
skin cancer with expert accuracy. Algorithms identify eye diseases just as well as specialized physicians.
Some forecast that medical AI will pervade 90% of hospitals and replace as much as 80% of what doctors
currently do.

Radiology is another good example where AI is driving significant changes. From workflow to post-scan
image reconstruction, radiology is at the leading edge of how AI-based medicine is shifting from an option
to an imperative. And today, there are over 500 FDA approved AI algorithms with the vast majority in
radiology.

What is the expectation of care given a growing body of evidence for the utility of AI? Should every
differential diagnosis have a “computer assist” as part of the process? Or should the distant lub dub of a
heart sound live only in the ear of the clinical or be cognitively amplified by technology? And most
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importantly, what are the consequences for failing to leverage lifesaving technology that has clinical
validation and availability?
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4c DEEP DIVE C
Youtube -> movie trailers

Rotten Tomatoes -> New movies in theatres
Rotten Tomatoes and the Tomatometer score are the world’s most trusted recommendation resources for
quality entertainment.

● The Tomatometer score – based on the opinions of hundreds of film and television critics – is a
trusted measurement of critical recommendation for millions of fans.

● The Audience Score, denoted by a popcorn bucket, represents the percentage of users who have
rated a movie or TV show positively.

IMDB -> scroll to In Theaters
Launched online in 1990 and a subsidiary of Amazon.com since 1998, IMDb is the world's most popular
and authoritative source for movie, TV and celebrity content, designed to help fans explore the world of
movies and shows and decide what to watch.

● There are critical reviews and external reviews to peruse
● There is a release calendar in the hamburger menu top left
● Actors info, filmography and just about everything you would ever think to as about a movie, actor
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7 TECH - THE ABSURD
https://www.gizmodo.com.au/2023/01/withings-u-scan-is-the-first-gadget-youll-actually-want-to-drop-in-the-t
oilet/
Withings’ U-Scan

The U-Scan’s smooth, pebble-shaped design funnels urine along its surface down into a collection inlet at

the bottom, where a thermal sensor detects the presence of the fluid and activates a pump, which draws

the sample inside and through a “microfluidic circuit.” While a user is urinating, a “low-energy radar sensor

embedded into the device” can also recognise and distinguish between several users by detecting their

“unique urine stream signature”.

It will provide information on a user’s pH, vitamins, carb balance, ketone levels and who knows what else in

the future.
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The results of the U-Scan’s tests are made available through the company’s mobile apps, which allows the

results and each user’s personal health data to be tracked over time. There’s no timeline for when U-Scan

will be available but it’s expected to retail for about $US530.
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8 APP OF THE DAY - EasyPark

EasyPark -> Vincent shows maps and allows payments which you can do remotely as needed.
If a vehicle is parked without a valid ticket being displayed, then the Cityʼs Rangers will check the vehicleʼs number
plate (in real-time) against the EasyPark database to confirm whether a parking session is valid.

CPParking -> has a map, opening/closing times, location tracker, space availability, countdown timer.
(CPP has free parking at all car parks a�er 6pm till 5:59am or 3:59am)

Transperth -> explore routes, timetables, plan journeys, set departure/arrival times, see progress in real-time,
manage SmartRider, SmartParker and bike shelters.

SONG

9 GAME OF THE WEEK - 1942
Android 1942 Classic shooting games, iOS 1942 Classic Arcade

Theme 1942 Game Music

1942 is a vertically scrolling shooter game made by Capcom that was
released for arcades in 1984.

1942 is set in the Pacific Theater of World War II, and is loosely based on
the Battle of Midway. Despite the game being created by Japanese
developers, the goal is to reach Tokyo and destroy the Japanese air fleet.

The player pilots a Lockheed P-38 Lightning dubbed the "Super Ace" and
can do a power roll to avoid dangerous situations.

The Android and iOS implementations are easy to master as you just move
around to position yourself and avoid getting hit while the shooting is all
taken care of automatically.

https://www.free80sarcade.com/ for the original versions to play on PC

SONG
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